Built for the Next-Generation Clinical Trials

The Medidata Clinical Cloud® transforms the clinical trial experience for patients, sponsors, CROs, and research sites.

As the industry’s only unified platform dedicated to clinical research, the Medidata Clinical Cloud addresses your research challenges today and sets you up to tackle the next generation of clinical research.

All of Medidata’s clinical trial solutions are part of the unified platform. So no matter which products you choose, you have access to the power of the Medidata Clinical Cloud.

Our platform helps life science and medical device organizations cut development costs, mitigate risks, and deliver treatments and devices to market faster.

The Medidata Clinical Cloud works seamlessly with your existing systems and can support individual studies through large global programs.

Benefits

- **Turn Data into Insights**: Generate deeper and faster insights, with data connected on one platform.
- **Accelerate Trial Execution**: Automate manual workflows and improve decision-making.
- **Connect Experiences**: Customize the experience for patients, sites, partners, and sponsors.
- **Trust & Scalability**: Scale your studies on a secure and private cloud.
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Features

Centrally manage all your studies and data

**Tools**
- Single sign-on for all users
- Central administration for sites, users, and roles
- Metadata management at the program and entity level

**Reporting**
- Generate reports across studies and applications
- Customize and reuse reports
- Export data as needed

Connect your clinical trial workflows from start to finish

**Document Management**
Automatically populate your trial master file documents.

**Site Payments**
Instantly trigger site payments for visits and procedures.

**Patient Safety**
Monitor safety from the point of data capture through study completion.

**Quality Management**
Automatically uncover irregularities and surface them to your teams.

Proven to Transform Your Study

Organizations on the Medidata Clinical Cloud reach their study milestones faster.

1 Month Faster in study build
When using Medidata Professional Services¹

2 Months Faster in conducting studies
When using multiple applications²

9 Days Faster to reach database lock
When using multiple applications³

¹ Analysis of difference in median build time vs. matched studies not using PS (p<0.05); Reduction of 30 days.
² Analysis of difference in median FPI to LPLV time for EDC + at least one additional product vs. EDC only studies (p<0.05) 2017 to 2021; Reduction of 59 days.
³ Analysis of difference in median LPLV to DBL time for EDC + at least one additional product vs. EDC only studies from 2017 to 2021.